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I Demand an Undying Devotion to 
the Play: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Undead 
Fiona Martin 
Since the first production of Shakespeare's Hamlet at the tum of 
the seventeenth century, the play has attracted performers, fasci­
nated audiences, and stimulated scholarly discussion and debate 
- a form of immortality which has been further perpetuated from
the twentieth century onward by film versions of the play. 1 The at­
titudes of literary critics and theater reviewers toward Shakespeare
productions, however, remain widely divergent. Ann Thompson
and Neil Taylor, for example, observe, "In the last fifty years, the
play' s iconic status has led to countless attempts to adapt, rethink,
debunk and vandalize it."2 The judgment implied by the word
"vandalize" suggests the continuing divide between "high" and
"popular" cultures, and draws attention to the issues potentially
arising when a canonical text is appropriated and newly interpret­
ed.3
Rosencrantz, and Guildenstern Are Undead (2010), written and di­
rected by Jordan Galland, participates in this tradition of variation 
and experi.mentation.4 The film combines homage to Shakespeare's 
Hamlet (1602), W. S. Gilbert's short comedy Rosencrantz, and Guilden­
stern (1891),5 and Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz, and Guildenstern are 
Dead (1968),6 with a number of otherwise disparate elements: vam­
pires, the legend of the Holy Grail, Rosicrucianism, and film. This 
indie film is a locus of intertextuality, insofar as it alludes to - and 
assumes that the viewer has some knowledge of - pre-existing lit­
erary texts and films; it is thus "constituted through a multiplicity 
of textual elements."7 It may also be considered a fan text, in the 
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sense that it is evidently intended to appeal to various fan groups,
including disciples of Shakespeare, film enthusiasts, and those de­
voted to vampires and/or the esoteric. However, while it ostensibly 
participates on the levels of both high and popular culture, it is
unclear exactly which type of fan the film is intended to attract, 
and whether there is enough material from any one of the perspec­
tives above to sustain audiences possessing specific and specialized 
interests. Indeed, one reviewer predicted that "[SJerious theater or 
Shakespeare fans will likely be turned off by the shallow engage­
ment with the source material, and horror and/or vampire fans will 
be disappointed by the lack of suspense and gore." 8 
From my own perspective as a scholar of early modem literary 
texts, this observation is certainly justified, precisely because of the 
film script's tenuous connection to the actual text of Hamlet. This 
raises two related questions: first of all, if the film signals its indebt­
edness to both Shakespeare and Stoppard, to what extent does this 
embody a promise of a significant level of engagement with the 
source materials?9 Secondly, does the suggestion that the film has 
distinct literary origins not imply that the integration and interplay 
of the appropriated matter with the new material will be meaning­
ful in a way that maintains its connectedness to the Hamlet-related 
texts to which it alludes?10 
These questions may be countered with further questions, of 
course, in regard to the issue of individual expectations. For in­
stance, why shqµld any form of "poaching" 11 come burdened with 
promises, and who is to determine what constitutes a "significant 
level of engagement'' with the original texts? As Henry Jenkins 
states, " ... a poached culture requires a conception of aesthetics em­
phasizing borrowing and recombination as much or more as origi­
nal creation and artistic innovation."12 To acknowledge this form 
of creativity, then, should not such "borrowings" and "recombi­
nations" be celebrated, rather than being perceived as misguided? 
While I acknowledge that the responses to these issues must be 
largely subjective, I still maintain that the original questions are 
worth asking, because I also believe that the use of earlier works 
within another work implies a responsibility both to the original 
sources and to the audience. Although Rosencrantz:, and Guildenstern 
Are Undead might be approached from many angles - and quite 
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lucratively from the perspectives of both movies and multimedia 
_ my concern here is specifically for the literary texts (primarily 
Hamlet) to which the film is indebted. 
Shakespeare himself borrowed freely from other writers. 
"Throughout Shakespeare's career as a playwright," Stephen 
Greenblatt observes, "he was a brilliant poacher - deftly enter­
ing into territory marked out by others, taking for himself what 
he wanted, and walking away with his prize under the keeper's 
nose."13 Stoppard's approach in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are 
Dead is rather different from Shakespeare's form of poaching; he 
has constructed a drama directly parallel to, and concurrent with, 
the action of Hamlet, and it is clear that he is thoroughly familiar 
with Shakespeare's text. The approach in Rosencrantz and Guilden­
stern Are Undead is different again: because it incorporates multiple 
genres - Galland characterizes the film as both a "surreal romantic 
comedy" and a "smorgasbord" - it seems to lean toward parody 
rather than homage.14 The film's quirky assemblage of ingredients 
attempts to narrow the gap between high and popular cultures, 
and perhaps even attempts to subvert the high cultural elements 
themselves. 
In addition to my predominantly literary and dramatic focus, I 
will also briefly discuss the written texts that are the basis respec­
tively for the interest in vampires, and of Rosicrucianism. The film 
is supplemented by an official website, and I acknowledge its pos­
sible appeal to fans in a discussion of the website's "Shakespiracy" 
link. Before investigating further the film's appropriation of materi­
als, however, I :include here a synopsis, highlighting the elements 
that are most relevant to the present discussion. 
The background story of the film centres around: 
a four hundred-year-old duel over the Holy Grail, between a 
master vampire named Horatio and his nemesis, the former 
vampire Prince Hamlet, who drank from the Holy Grail, 
curing himself of the vampire curse, and then travelled the 
world, erasing much of Horatio's legacy ... while still re­
taining his own everlasting life. Today, the vampire Horatio 
is known as the playwright Theo Horace, who always hires 
a young, controllable human to direct his plays, and turns 
everv actress in his play :into a vampire bride.15 
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In the present day, Theo (John Ventimiglia) hires Julian (Jake 
Hoffman) to direct his off-Broadway adaptation of Hamlet, en­
titled Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Undead, while Julian's ex­
girlfriend Anna (Devon Aoki) plays Ophelia, and his friend Vince 
(Kris Lemche) is cast as the prince.16 The transformations of Anna, 
Vince, Carlo/Rosencrantz (Carlos Velazquez) and Mickey/Guilden­
stern (Mike Landry) into vampires - and the discovery of the "two 
thousand-year-old-conspiracy" through the secret society agent, 
Charlotte - is followed, ultimately, by a confrontation between 
Theo and the "real" Hamlet, who triumphs over his adversary by 
driving a stake through Horatio's heart. 
Now that Julian's on-again girlfriend is a vampire, he is anxious 
to obtain the grail himself and cure Anna of her curse. Yet the film 
is, after all, a romantic comedy, and when Anna points out to Julian 
that immortality means "we can be together forever," he quickly 
chooses to join her as one of the undead.17 
This synopsis should indicate the use of the Shakespeare and 
Stoppard texts, primarily, as a combined point of departure for the 
film. The questions raised earlier, regarding the relationship be­
tween the canonical and popular elements in the film, cannot be ad­
dressed without discussing the intertextual nature of the film, and 
how the "poached" material has been manipulated. Fundamental­
ly, except for a few of Shakespeare's more famous quotations, the 
texts are essentially subsumed within Galland's playful pastiche.18 
In the play-..yithin-the-film, Theo dramatizes the history of the 
conflict between himself and the Prince. Shakespeare's Hamlet was 
the first of four plays masterminded by Theo; the second was W. S. 
Gilbert's Rosencrantz and Guildenstern; the third, Stoppard's Rosen­
crantz and Guildenstern are Dead. Each of these plays is present, in 
some form, in Theo's fourth play. During the process of rehears­
ing, we hear fragments of Shakespeare's lines, performed by the 
actors in Elizabethan-style costuming, within attractively stylized 
sets. The following speech, spoken by Vince/Hamlet, is character­
istic of the comic treatment of some of the best-known lines from 
Hamlet: "Ah, well aimed, Horatio - your arrows have outrageous 
fortune. You may be good with arrows and bows; myself, I'm good 
with ribbons and bows. Who designed your clothing? That outfit 
just screams, 'Something is rotten in the state of Denmark.' Is that a 
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Roman toga? It's got to - go!" Julian questions these lines, as they 
do not appear in the script; menacingly, Theo retorts, "I like it. We're 
modernizing."19 
As a character, Theo provides the essential link between the 
"usually" separate worlds of Shakespeare and vampires. He ap­
pears to be intimate with the text of Hamlet, but he is also recogniz­
ably part of the post-Stoker evolution of the vampire. Even without 
stage makeup, for instance, Theo bears a resemblance to the vam­
pire figure in Nosferatu, so that he is recognizably a product of the 
visual representations of the undead in classic films. Part of Theo's 
strategy for maintaining his charismatic power over humans and 
vampires is through the manipulation of the texts of others. The fig­
ure of Shakespeare himself is given a brief scene in Theo's play, in 
a dramatized flashback during which Horatio insists that "Spakes­
heare" writes the words "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead." 
The playwright is depicted merely as Theo's puppet, and is shown 
at the beginning of the scene struggling to find the right word: "To 
be, or not to be - that is the - dilem.ma?"20 The most direct in­
stance of homage toward Shakespeare - still in a comic context -
occurs when Theo/Horatio says to the real Hamlet, "I turned you 
into a vampire; also, by having Shakespeare write that epic tragedy, 
I turned you into a god." Unfazed, Hamlet first retorts, "The only 
tragedy here is who in the hell is Rosencrantz and Guildenstern's 
acting coach?" - then follows up with, "is this a soliloquy or an 
aside I'm doing?"21 
While Gilbert and Stoppard do not appear as characters in 
Theo's play, one rehearsal scene incorporates part of Gilbert's First 
Tableau, staged beneath the title, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Al­
though it is not mentioned in the film, Gilbert's Claudius is respon­
sible for writing a play entitled A Right Reckoning Long Delayed; it 
is intended as a tragedy, but fails miserably, Rosencrantz explains, 
as it is "a piece of I pompous folly I intended to excite no loftier I
emotion than laughter and I surprise."22 Galland' s representation 
of the "real" Hamlet may be modeled on W. S. Gilbert's character, 
who is described (in Gilbert's play) as "idiotically sane I With lucid 
intervals of lunacy."23 
The humour in this film, then, is closer to the spirit of Gilbert's 
comedy, rather than Stoppard's play, for the potentially serious is 
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always undercut by a comic inversion of the viewer's expectations. 
This extends to the very mechanics of play-writing itself. In Theo's 
play, Rosencrantz says: "This play that Horatio wrote with Shake­
speare makes us look like idiots, so I found this guy, W. S. Gilbert, 
who write [sic] a play where we're the heroes. It's cool, no?" When 
Guildenstem expresses concern that Horatio will think they're still 
alive, Rosencrantz suggests, "We could write a newer play and call 
it Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, or something," while Guil­
denstern muses, "Now, can we get Torn Stoppard to write it?"24 
Like Stoppard's characters, Mickey /Guildenstern appears to 
have been gifted with slightly more intellect than Carlo/Rosen­
crantz; moreover, they are constantly seen together, even behind 
the scenes. Further influence of Stoppard's text is evident in the 
exchanges of dialogue between the two characters; in an echo of 
the confusion over which one is which, Carlo proposes a number of 
alternatives to their names, which Mickey and Julian immediately 
reject. In Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Undead, Carlo speaks al­
most entirely in slang, while Mickey is chiefly obsessed with the 
details of his appearance and gestures onstage. At one point he in­
terrupts the rehearsal to ask, "Jules, does that work with the two 
fingers like that? Do I need to get my thumb involved sornehow?"25 
The subtle mingling of humor and pathos in Stoppard's play is en­
tirely absent from the film, and the emphasis, instead, is on satiriz­
ing theatre "types." 
Curiously, S,he lines which may suggest homage to the char­
acters' verbal tennis match in Stoppard's play are given not to 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstem, but to Vince. When he meets with 
Charlotte, she advises him to be careful if Theo asks him questions: 
" ... repeat what he says as if you don't understand, with a ques­
tion mark." "A question mark?" Vince asks, to which she replies, 
"That's perfect."26 
Although Hamlet and the plays derived from it are the most ob­
viously literary texts in the film, vampires are also part of an estab­
lished literary tradition.27 In an interview, Galland relates, "When 
I was eleven I read Dracula and decided that one day, I wanted to 
make a vampire film. I read everything about vampires I could get 
my hands on."28 At 14, he played the part of Rosencrantz in a "high 
school version" of Stoppard's play, and was also "strongly drawn" 
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One day I thought of the title Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
Are Undead and began seeing that the supernatural evil of 
vampires resonated within the story and language of Ham­
let. I was compelled to explain these connections. The Holy 
Grail conspiracy was something that had intrigued me 
throughout my childhood. It added another exciting layer 
to the historical elements of my script.29 
In suggesting that he has identified the "resonance" of vampire 
evil "within the story and language of Hamlet," Galland is main­
taining a fiction that extends beyond the film itself, and is further 
developed on the official film website.30 The vampire content that 
he perceives "within" the text of Hamlet, and which he feels "com­
pelled to explain," is of course Galland's own projection of vampire 
mythology onto the text. Each of the levels of the "Shakespiracy" 
on the website is accompanied by YouTube clips, presented in the 
same style (animations with voiceover) as the DVD in the film. 
These short excerpts provide "information" on the following top­
ics: "Rosenkreutz and Goldenstone," "Shakespeare and Vampires," 
"Hamlet and the Holy Grail," "King James I and the Lost Passage," 
and "Pirates and Ancient Rome." This part of the website is de­
signed to be interactive; provision for leaving comments encour­
ages feedback from visitors. 
In order to successfully maintain this fiction, however - to im­
part to it an air of authority, no matter how tongue-in-cheek - the 
"information" used as supporting material needs to be plausibly 
presented. As Galland observes of the DVD in the film, "When I 
was writing about it, I wanted it to feel like a real thing."31 Although 
on the one hand these video clips function as a simple parody of the 
"infomercial," Galland has also drawn upon elements of existing 
scholarship in order to imply a reasonable knowledge of his vari­
ous subjects. However, he can only hope to entertain a fan group 
that is unconcerned about the accuracy and credibility of the ma­
terial used, for both the film and the website contain errors, and 
much of the "scholarship" touched upon by the website is surpris­
ingly out of date. This observation pertains to Rosicrucianism, to 
Hamlet, and to Shakespeare himself. 
Three major Rosicrucian texts appeared in the second decade 
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of the seventeenth century. Although Ga_\land does not identify the 
original treatises that have evidently inspired his "Shakespiracy," 
the date assigned to the "Rosicrucian and Goldenstonian" manifes­
to in the film is 1615, the year in which the second text, the Confessio 
Fraternitatis, appeared. Likewise, the name "Goldenstone" may be 
derived from the third text by Johann Valentin Andreae, entitled 
The Chemical Wedding of Christian Rosenkreutz (published 1616, the 
year of Shakespeare's death); in it, the eponymous hero is initiated 
into a secret brotherhood of spiritual alchemy and earns the title of 
"Knight of the Golden Stone."32 In the "Shakespiracy" link on the 
film website, the manifestoes are described as being filled with "ref­
erences to the Kabbalah, Hermeticism and Alchemy," along with 
the "claim" that it was Andreae who had discovered the tomb of 
the vampires Rosenkreutz and Goldenstone in 1601.33 In an inter­
view with Janice Brown, Galland observes: 
There was a lot of material I had to cut from the screenplay 
that's based on historical conspiracy theory - I'd found 
these correlations between the text of Hamlet, the theory 
that Shakespeare may not have written some of his most fa­
mous plays, and vampire mythology ... I spent a lot of time 
researching and making those connections so that if you 
search online, it would ahnost appear that I hadn't made it 
all up!34 
"" 
While a little more material from the alchemical point of view 
might have provided an illuminating context for the concept of 
vampire immortality, it is obviously not essential. There is, howev­
er, an oversight on the film website in regard to Hamlet. According 
to Galland, a "mystery" surrounds Hamlet's age: "In act five scene 
one Hamlet says it was 'three and twenty seven years' since Yorick 
was buried. The math doesn't add up. Hamlet just finished college, 
so how could he have known Yorick?"35 This is erroneous on two 
counts. In this scene, the gravedigger tells Hamlet that he has been 
a sexton for 30 years, and that he began his work "on the very day 
that young Hamlet was born." Hamlet is therefore 30; Yorick has 
been buried for "three and twenty years," so his death occurred 
when Hamlet was seven.36 Secondly, Hamlet has not finished "col-
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lege": near the beginning of the play, Claudius announces that 
Hamlet's intention to go "back to school in Wittenberg" is "most 
retrograde to our desire," indicating that the Prince is still a stu­
dent.37 
Despite the film's integration of vampire material with Ham­
let, there are essentially only two phrases from the play which 
are used to support the vampire theme. The first fragment, "Now 
could I drink hot blood," is misquoted both on the website, and in 
the four times that Vince utters it during the film.38 The second is
paraphrased during a rehearsal scene, in which Vince/Hamlet asks 
Anna/Ophelia how she knew he was a vampire. She replies, "Look 
at you - pale as your shirt - your knees knocking each other;" 
whereupon Vince/Hamlet finishes with, "You don't like the shirt? 
It's my new design - sheep's feather."39 In one interview, Galland
relates how, in earlier drafts of the script, he had listed "quotes" 
that could be related to vampires; insofar that this material may 
have added greater interest to the film, it seems a curious decision 
to have deleted it.40 
Also on the website's video clips, Galland raises the question 
of the authorship of Shakespeare's plays, but includes only the 
rather outdated theory (originating in the nineteenth century, most 
notably with Delia Bacon) 41 that Francis Bacon was the author of 
the Shakespeare canon; none of the more recent candidates are 
mentioned.42 Likewise, Galland has obliquely referred to the tradi­
tion that Shakespeare incorporated his name into a translation of 
Psalm 46 for the King James Bible.43 On the website, this becomes 
a "cryptic passage in the bible" revealing the "hidden location of 
the Holy Grail," which was "omitted" from the King James ver­
sion.44 Although Galland is clearly being playful with his materials, 
adjusting them to suit his own purposes, the overall feeling is that 
his approach to these Shakespearean contexts is particularly free, 
an impression which the misspelling of the names John Dee and 
Johann Valentin Andreae further reinforces.45 
Jenkins observes of "poached" culture that it can be "a patch­
work culture, an impure culture, where much that is taken in re­
mains semidigested and ill-considered."46 I consider this to be an 
apt description of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Undead. For 
while the film does not promise - or require - a consideration 
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of the appropriated texts from a rigorous, academic perspective, 
it does seem to promise, yet.�ot deliver, a significant level of en­
gagement with those texts. WRil� the film seems to attempt a hy­
bridization of high and popular cu�ral elements, it fails to engage 
with the kind of questions - issues\ of individual consciousness 
and will, death and immortality, the supernatural - that have re­
peatedly sent readers and spectators back to Hamlet for more than 
400 years. 
So what type of fan is Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Undead
ultimately intended for? It may be, in the end, that I am asking 
the wrong question, approaching the film from the viewer's per­
spective, rather than that of the writer and director. In an interview 
with Dan Schechter, Galland was asked whether he thought that all 
the "promotional stuff" for the film would "help." Galland replied, 
"It depends on what your goal is, really, because, I mean, you can 
reach a handful of people and they get - they can enter your world 
- and that's ... an amazing personal reward, and it feels very suc­
cessful and satisfying."47 Here, the implication is that Galland is
preoccupied less with possible fan groups, and more with sharing
the product of his creative vision.
As an enthusiast for live Shakespeare performances, I consid­
er the visual impact of Theo's theatrical sets and costumes to be 
the most successful aspect of the film. Yet I also hope that the fans 
of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Undead who are new to Shake­
speare will be enoouraged to discover this iconic playwright for 
themselves, and to forge - if not an "undying devotion" to Hamlet
- at least the beginning of an intimate and rewarding relationship
with Shakespeare's text.
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